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Quantum mysteries for anyone
or lassial verities for everyone?
A. F. Kraklauer
∗
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Abstrat
Unartiulated, impliit hypotheses in Bell's analysis of Einstein, Podolsky
and Rosen (EPR) orrelations are identied and examined. These relate to the
mathematial-analytial properties of random variables, the harater of the
relevant sample spaes and physial interpretations. We show that ontinuous
random variables are not preluded by Bell inequalities. Finally, we propose a
loal realisti model of optial EPR-B experiments and onsider its impliations.
1 Introdution
In an artile entitled: Quantum mysteries for anyone, Mermin, in a mok response
to a rhetorial question posed by Einstein, wrote: We now know that the moon is
demonstrably not there when nobody looks.[1℄ This astonishing assertion (even al-
lowing for dramati liense) is purportedly an inelutable onsequene of Quantum
Mehanis (QM). Demonstrations supporting this laim are formulated and analyzed
mostly in terminology used in QM, but this is not essential. Mermin has shown
that the basis of the argument underpinning this laim an be rendered in prosai
onepts aessible to anyone. To do so he onsiders a devie emitting pairs of
orrelated objets eah of whih exites a detetor to respond by ashing either red
or green. This implies that these objets have some dihotomi property that evokes
one of two possible responses. Eah detetor, on the other hand, has three settings
whih leads to nine ombinations of settings that an be hosen for eah run of the
experiment. Furthermore, by design, the detetors are so onstruted that they faith-
fully provide results ompatible with Malus' Law; essentially just yielding geometrial
projetions onto an orthogonal basis. Suh detetors were hosen beause they give
results ompatible with those alulated using QM. The nux of Mermin's point is that
the statistis of the random dihotomi proess generating the objets is inompatible
with those of Malus' Law, (as well as QM) whih have been veried empirially.
One of the elements of the QM analysis of EPR orrelations is the use of so-alled
entangled states whih are needed to get the orret, that is, empirially veried result.
Suh states, aording to the prevailing understanding, remain essentially unresolved
or ontologially ambiguous until a measurement is made. It is in this sense that the
moon is not there until someone looks at it; i.e., measures it, when, as the lexia of
QM have it, a real, `is there,' state is projeted out.
Muh an be said about how this situation arose in QM and how it all appears
to be inevitable. The great advantage of Mermin's formulation, however, is that it
seems to render most of these fators as inessential; whatever is at play here, an
have only limited or seondary dependene on QM. The struture of Malus' Law and
the arithmeti of dihotomi funtions may nd use within QM, but ertainly do not
onstitute its essene. Nevertheless, it is widely held that a lassial, loal model
yielding the empirially veried statistis is impossible; that this mysteriousness is in
the exlusive purview of modern wisdom as revealed by QM.
One might reasonably surmise, however, that a physis theory rowning the ostrih
as wizard, ould also suer launae. In fat, there are several, some fatal. It is
∗
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the purpose herein to analyze these launae with the goal of penetrating Mermin's
onundrum, and to propose a resolution.
As an aside, we stress that the launa to whih we refer are all in the formulation
of issues behind the onundrum; QM itself is not questioned in this paper. The prob-
lems we are attaking are found nearly exlusively in philosophy done on the basis of
QM, rather than in the mathematial formulation. We believe that retifying philo-
sophial and syntatial obsurities, however, will benet the further development
and expansion of the tehniques used in QM.
2 Bell inequalities
The `onundrum' is a rendition of Bell's Theorem whih, in turn, is thought to `prove'
that a loal realisti extention to QM involving hidden variables does not exist.[2℄ Bell
formulated this theorem on the basis of the renowned Bohm variation of the Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen (EPR-B) argument that QM is inomplete.[3℄ EPR-B onsidered a
soure emitting paired partiles of spin h¯/2. Pratial onsiderations, however, have
shifted fous to a parallel ase involving `photons' for whih the mathematis de-
sribing their polarization states is isomorphi to that desribing orrelated states of
partiles with spinup to a fator of `two' in angular dependene. Let us fous on
polarized photons or eletromagneti signals; the physis is easily visualized and the
phenomena are all well understood.
The soure is onsidered to generate pairs of orrelated photons or signals, usually
envisioned to exude from the soure in opposite diretions. Eah photon or signal
is sent through a polarizer whih diverts it into one of two photoeletron ounters
depending on whether it is polarized in one of two orthogonal states relative to the
polarizer. A detetion in one of the states is onventionally assoiated with the value
+1, the other with −1. The detetor subhannels on the opposite arm are labeled then
to orrespond. Thus, the outome of a measurement on the left, say, an be expressed
as a dihotomi variable, X , and on the right, Y. Eah funtion is a sequene of ±1's,
one value for eah event in a run of the experiment, whih an be given index i.
Clearly, the orrelation funtion is by denition:
Cor(a, b) :=
1
N
N∑
i
Xi(a)Yi(b), (1)
where, a and b speify the orientation of eah arm's polarizer and N is the total
number of events in a run of the experiment.
Bell's Theorem is thought to put ertain limits on suh orrelations if they are to
have properties making them ompatible with lassial physis. It yields inequalities
among sets of suh orrelations that an be tested empirially. Their extration
proeeds as follows.
First, for the sake of broader appliation, onsider new variables, A and B dened
to be the averages of X and Y respetively over properties of the detetor unrelated
to the settings of the polarizers, a and b, suh that now |A| ≤ 1 and |B| ≤ 1.[4℄
For suh variables, suppose further that Cor(a, b) is the marginal orrelation with
respet to a larger set of variables, λ, whih, were they known, would render more
(possibly everything) deterministi, but whih, sine in fat they are not available at
the level of QM, have been designated: hidden. Employing notation with whih
Cor(a, b) = P (a, b), as his fundamental Ansatz, Bell wrote:
P (a, b) =
∫
dλρ(λ)A(a, λ)B(b, λ), (2)
where ρ(λ) is a normalized density funtion speifying the probability of ourrene
of states labeled by the hidden variables. He arrived at this expression with the
argument that the individual fators A(a, λ) and B(b, λ), being proportional to the
probability density of photoeletron generation, whih as a physial proess must
respet `loality.' That is, loal dependene of a detetion at station A an logially
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depend only on the setting of the polarizer at A and variables desribing the signal
arriving atA, but not on variables determining onditions at stationB; and, of ourse,
visa versa.
Equipped with these notions, he then onsidered the dierene of two suh orre-
lations with dierent values of b,
P (a, b)− P (a, b′) =
∫
dλρ(λ)[A(a, λ)B(b, λ)−A(a, λ)B(b′, λ)], (3)
to whih he added zero in the form
A(a, λ)B(b, λ)A(a′, λ)B(b′, λ)−A(a, λ)B(b′, λ)A(a′, λ)B(b, λ), (4)
to get:
P (a, b)− P (a, b′) =
∫
dλρ(λ)A(a, λ)B(b, λ)[1 ±A(a′, λ)B(b′, λ)]+
∫
dλρ(λ)A(a, λ)B(b′, λ)[1±A(a′, λ)B(b, λ)], (5)
whih, upon taking absolute values, an be written as:
|P (a, b)−P (a, b′)| ≤
∫
dλρ(λ)(1±A(a′, λ)B(b′, λ) +
∫
dλρ(λ)(1±A(a′, λ)B(b, λ).
(6)
This, using Eq. (2) and that
∫
dλρ(λ) = 1, nally gives
|P (a, b)− P (a, b′)|+ |P (a′, b′) + P (a′, b)| ≤ 2, (7)
one version of the muh elebrated Bell inequalities.
The QM alulation for polarization orrelations gives
P (a, b) = − cos(2θ), (8)
where θ is the angle between a and b. Consisteny demands that this expression be
the same as those in Eq. (7).
One type of experiment to test suh inequalities has been onduted as follows. A
gas onsisting of moleules having a two stage asade transition known to produe
antisymmetrially polarized radiation (i.e., if it is polarized in the xˆ diretion on one
side, then at the same instant it is in the yˆ diretion on the opposite side), is exited to
a very low level so that photoeletron pairs are produed at an individually ountable
rate. Two stations on opposite sides of the soure are set up to interept and reord
this radiation. Eah station onsists of a polarizer to divide the inoming signals into
the two polarization modes dened by its angular orientation, a, at station A; et. A
oinidene ount is then a simultaneous detetion in one hannel, i.e., either +1 or
−1, on eah side within a window, δ. A ount of suh deteted pairs is taken for a time
interval ∆, where δ ≪ ∆, for a given set of values for a and b. This is then repeated
with dierent values of a and b until their full ranges, or at least a few ritial points,
have been adequately sampled so as to permit inferring the funtional form, or at
least ritial values, of Cor(a, b); i.e., P (a, b). Given the ount rate as a funtion of
a and b, in eah hannel, the above probabilities and orrelations an be inferred.
Virtually all of the experiments whih have been done to date show that for some
settings of a and b, the l.h.s. of Eq. (7) reahes a maximum value of 2
√
2, as an
be obtained by alulation using Eq. (8) in Eq. (7).[5℄[6℄[7℄ This result indiates
that some assumption used in the derivation of the inequalities is false; as all other
assumptions are taken to be harmless, Bell onluded that the oending one is that
A and B are loal.
(Note, however, that between analysis and experiment, the nature of the random
variables has migrated. Bell started out onsidering the values of disrete random
variables when writing Eq. (2); the experiments, on the other hand, measure the
orrelation of the density of events per unit time. This dierene, involving, inter alia,
an impliit shift from disrete to ontinuous random variables (to be shown below),
is obsured in orthodox QM as both an be interpreted as probability densities, and
they seem somehow to be equivalent. The dierene, nevertheless, is ruial.)
3
3 Launae
The innoene of Bell's (and Mermin's) argumentation is illusory. In the rst instane,
there an be no suh thing as a theorem in physis. A theorem is a syllogism based
on a hain of syllogisms and denitions founded on an axiom set. The `axioms'
of Physis are exatly those fundamental theories the whole enterprise is striving to
divine; they are largely unknown and may always be. Theorems then, at best, pertain
to mathematis whose relevane may be ontestable. Bell's extration of an inequality
is, of ourse, based on hypotheses, many of whih are impliit. A few are fatal to the
popularly held onlusion.
3.1 Compatability.
One of the most striking harateristis of Eq. (8) is that the orrelation alu-
lated using QM is a harmoni funtion, whereas the random variables for whih it
is onsidered to be the orrelation are dihotomi funtions.[8℄ The latter have very
unompromising analytial properties, they are disontinuous at a ountable number
of points. How then, an their orrelation, (in the end, the sum of a produt of suh
funtions), be innity dierentiable everywhere? Consider the simplest ase where
ρ(λ) is a onstant; i.e., 1/(2pi), whih would apply when the soure is simply emitting
a stream of randomly polarized pairs evenly distributed over the irle. Then Eq. (2)
an be put in the form
− cos(2θ) =
∫
P (x− θ)P (x)dx, (9)
where the P (xj) are dihotomi funtions swithing bak and fourth between ±1 at
distint values xj . The inompatible harater of both sides of this equation makes
itself manifest by taking the derivative of both sides with respet to θ to obtain
2 sin(2θ) =
∫
δ(x− θj)P (x)dx =
∑
j
P (θj) = k (10)
where δ(x − θj) is the Dira delta funtion and k is some onstant. Taking the
derivative again gives
4 cos(2θ) ≡ 0, (11)
a false statement; q.e.d.
Other forms of (multi)tomi funtions arrive at other ontraditions. It has been
suggested, for example, that dihotomi funtions with harmoni arguments provide
a ounter example to the above proposition; i.e.: D(sin(t)− x)), where D(y) = +1 if
y > 0 and −1 if y < 0, for example.
However, onsider the equation:
sin(t) =
∫ pi
−pi
D(sin(t)− x))D(x)dx. (12)
As before, take the derivative w.r.t. t to get:
cos(t) =
∫ pi
−pi
δ(sin(t)− x))D(x) cos(t)dx, (13)
or
cos(t) = cos(t)D(sin(t)). (14)
One again, these assumptions also lead to a ontradition, namely cos(t) = − cos(t), ∀t <
0. The right hand side must be a harmoni funtion everywhere not just somewhere
even if somewhere is almost everywhere. The non-dierentiable points pass through
multipliation and addition (integration). Where a multitomi (disontinuous) fun-
tion swithes values, analytiity breaks down. This shows that the QM result an not
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be the orrelation of multitomi variables, ontrary to the initial assumptions in the
`proof' of Bell's theorem.
Additional insight has reently been obtained independently by Sia.[9℄ He showed
that dihotomi sequenes tautologially satisfy Bell inequalities. His proof proeeds
as follows: Compose with four dihotomi sequenes (with values ±1 and length N )
a, a′, b and b′ the following two quantities aibi + aib
′
i = ai(bi + b
′
i) and a
′
ibi − a′ib′i =
a′i(bi− b′i). Sum these expressions over i, divide by N , and take absolute values before
adding together to get:
| 1
N
N∑
i
aibi +
1
N
N∑
i
aib
′
i|+ |
1
N
N∑
i
a′ibi −
1
N
N∑
i
a′ib
′
i| ≤
1
N
N∑
i
|ai||bi + b′i|+
1
N
N∑
i
|a′i||bi − b′i|. (15)
The r.h.s. equals 2, so this equation is in fat a Bell inequality; e.g., Eq. (7). This
derivation demonstrates that this Bell inequality is simply an arithmeti tautology.
Thus, all quadruplets of dihotomi sequenes omprised of ±1's, even those generated
empirially, identially satisfy Bell inequalities. There is just at this point an addi-
tional ompliation introdued by the pratial restrition that orrelated dihotomi
sequenes an not be arbitrarily generated in quadruplets; i.e., the orrelated produt
sequenes aibi, a
′
ibi, aib
′
i and a
′
ib
′
i in general would require four separate runs yielding
eight distint sequenes whih are pairwise orrelated. For suh sequenes, the r.h.s.
of Eq. (15) is 4; a value never violated (whih an be taken to mean that experiments
in fat, have never tested Eq. (7)). In fat, atual data is taken in many runs, one
for set of polarizer settings and then the density of hits per setting-pair is harted
and ompared with Eq. (8). A orrelation of individual events is neither omputed
not ompared.
Moreover, so alled `quantum;' i.e., `nonloal' orrelations an be and have been
reprodued empirially with fully loal, realisti and lassial apparatus.[10℄ In the
light of Sia's demonstration and this experimental onrmation, there should be
no residual of doubt that the assoiation of `nonloality' with Bell inequalities is an
artifat of misomprehension.
These inexorable arithmeti fats onerning Bell inequalities an be reoniled
with results omputed with QM and veried in the laboratory only by rejeting one
of the hypothesis used by Bell. Sia suggested altering the form of intersequene
orrelations. This, however, introdues another onit as intersequene orrelations
for polarization modes of light are fully established, veried and ensoned as Malus'
Law; hanges here seem out of the question. Thus, the only remaining alteration whih
an be alled on in order to avoid fundamental onit is to rejet the introdution
of dihotomi random variables into the analysis of EPR orrelations. Indeed, suh
has been done.
3.2 Disrete versus ontinuous variables
In a brief argument whose full signiane seems to have eluded just about everybody,
Barut provided what must be seen as a ounter example to Bell's theorem.[11℄ The
ore of his point is that by expanding onsideration to ontinuous random variables
in plae of disrete (dihotomi) funtions, it is possible to simply and transparently
model EPR orrelations of partile with spin; i.e., those at the ore of Bell's theorem,
with a fully loal and realisti modela result in aord with the above.
Barut's model onsiders that the spin axis of the pairs have random but totally
antiorrelated orientation: S1 = −S2. Eah partile then is direted through a Stern-
Gerlah magneti eld with orientation a and b. The observable in eah ase then
would be A := S1 · a and B := S2 · b, suh that θ is the angle between a and b. Now
by standard theory, the
Cor(A, B) =
< |AB| > − < A >< B >√
< A2 >< B2 >
, (16)
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where the angle brakets indiate averages over the range of the hidden variables, in
this ase simply the angles of a spherial oordinate system, ϕ and γ. This beomes
Cor(A, B) =
∫
dγ sin(γ)dϕ cos(γ − θ) cos(γ)√
(
∫
dγ sin(γ) cos2(γ))2
, (17)
whih evaluates to: − cos(θ); i.e., the QM result for spin state orrelation. Below we
propose a model in the same spirit for the ase of polarization orrelations.
Note also that, as Barut observed, a ontinuous variable model realistially and
quite faithfully reets the experiments. Whereas the idealized result from Stern-
Gerlah experiments is desribed as onsisting of two sharp lines, orresponding to
two distint spin values, in fat the patterns are diused and spread about the mean
value that is alulated using QM. (Real Stern-Gerlah magneti elds are highly
nonlinear, so this model an be only an approximation.)
3.3 The orrelation of loal events
The logi of Bell's analysis onsists in deriving testable statements from within loal
realisti theories that an be ompared with QM and empirial results. Thus, one
issue is: are the requirements of `realism' and `loality' orretly and unambiguously
enoded into the derived statements; in partiular, are they orretly enoded for or-
related events? (The existene of Barut's loal realisti model for EPR orrelations
and the arguments presented above indiate that they are not.) Any theory about
preexisting objets, as opposed to a subjetive, observer-reated reality, is by de-
nition, `realisti.' Essentially all of lassial physis qualies. Bell's analysis begins
with Eq. (2), a orrelation of suh `real objets,' leaving only the question of `loality'
open.
The variables being orrelated take on negative values, so it seems they an not
be probabilities. However, the denition of these variables was made to onform to
a onvention for whih a hit in one hannel simply was assigned the value −1. With
respet to `photons' or eletromagneti signals, a measurement onsists of evoking a
photoeletron in this hannel, and this an be onsidered the basi element of the
event spae. In turn, photoeletrons are onsidered to be ejeted randomly but in
proportion to the intensity of an eletri eld, that is, by the square of the eld
amplitude, whih an not take negative values. It is exatly at this point where
statistis enter the model through the assumption that photoeletrons are ejeted in
a square-law detetor randomly, but in proportion to the eld intensity. It seems
lear, therefore, that the variables in Eq. (2) are atually the eld intensities where the
intensity in one mode of the polarizer has been assigned, by onvention, a negative
value. The total variable in Eq. (2), then beomes the sum of two terms eah
intrinsially positive. Individually, eah term as a onsequene of the `square-law' is
by denition a probability.
Now, a oinident probability dependant on three variables that there are simul-
taneous detetions in, e. g., both positive hannels, in the most general ase takes
the form
P (a, b) =
∫
P (a, b, λ)dλ . (18)
By basi probability theory, the integrand of this equation is to be deomposed in
terms of individual detetions in eah arm aording to Bayes' formula
P (a, b, λ) = P (λ)P (a|λ)P (b|a, λ), (19)
where P (a|λ) is a onditional probability. In turn, the integrand of Eq. (18) an be
onverted to the integrand of, Eq. (2), i.,e., Bell's Ansatz in his notation:
P (a, b) =
∫
A(a, λ)B(b, λ)ρ(λ)dλ, (20)
i
B(b| a, λ) ≡ B(b|λ), ∀a. (21)
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How is this related to nonloality? Or, at a deeper level, what does this demand of
λ?
It seems at this junture there are two possibilities, either the orrelation that
is enoded in the probabilities as symbolized by the onditional dependene on a
distant polarization setting, e.g., a on the l.h.s. in Eq. (21), is now enoded by the
onditional dependene on λ, or it is not. If it is not, then Eq. (21) is equivalent to
the demand that the separate partiles be statistially independent with respet to
polarization measurementsontrary to the initial assumptions.
The other ase demands deeper onsideration. What did Bell initially envision?
Although there is very little expliit disussion of this point, there are two lues:
one is the fat that Bell wrote Eq. (20) with the fator ρ(λ); i.e., Suppose that
the hypothetial omplete desription of the initial state is in terms of hidden vari-
ables λ with probability distribution ρ(λ) for the given quantum-mehanial state.
(emphasis added)[4℄ The seond lue is found a few sentenes later where he speif-
ially onsidered additional, separate hidden variables whih are to pertain only to
the instruments.
These statements an be given mutually onsistent meaning only if it is taken
that he onsidered that for some partiular values of λ there orresponds a set of
outomes with more than one elementwhih follows inevitably from `reality' and
the denition of a probability if ρ(λ) is not a onstant. This implies that there must
be a residual of unertainty or lak of knowledge about the state of the pairs. In other
words, the set λ is not omplete, beause if it were, then eah photon pair would have
a unique value of λ, the theory would be totally deterministi so that ρ(λ) would be
`at,' i.e., the onstant 1/Λ, where Λ is the range of λ. Furthermore, by stating that
this indeterminism is parallel to that of a `quantum state,' Bell would seem to have
onned the indeterminism to the proess generating the pairs insofar as QM is a
losed theory ignoring the outside universe. By onsidering hidden variables for the
instruments separately, he also exluded measurement eets and errors, et. from
the unertainty whose existene is implied by the need for ρ(λ) in the rst plae. Our
onlusion from all of this is, that Bell (inadvertently) envisioned that the dependene
was not fully enoded in the onditional dependene on the hidden variable set, some
orrelation ould remain enoded dependant on the distant measuring station; i.e.,
the `ommon ause' has not been identied ompletely. In turn, this an mean that
Eq. (20) does not hold so that Bell inequalities do not follow.
This is obviously not what Bell intended to do, and not what is most often under-
stood these days. However, if the λ are a omplete set thereby rendering everything
deterministi, then the AB produts in Eq. (5) are pair-wise (as individual oini-
dene events) non zero for distint values of λ, whih do not oinide for distint
events. That is, for eah pair with index j and settings (a, b), there exists a unique
value of λ(a, b, j) for whih A(a|λ(a, b, j))B(b|λ(a, b, j)) is non-zero (+1 in the disrete
ase, ∞ as a Dira delta funtion in the ontinuous ase). Therefore, in the extra-
tion of a Bell inequality, all quadruple produts of the A's and B's with pair-wise
unmathed values of λ in Eq. (5) are identially zero under the integration over λ
so that the nal form of a Bell inequality is atually the trivial identity:
|P (a, b)− P (a, b′)| ≤ 2. (22)
Various other arguments support this onlusion. One, for example, is based on
the ontention that a more insightful formulation is based on the proposition that
when the orrelations are attributed to deeper ausal fators labeled by λ, then the
probabilities in Eq. (19) fator so:
P (a, b, λ) = ρ(λ)A(a|λ)B(b|λ), (23)
for xed λ. This form was expliitly onsidered by Bell.[12℄ However, if λ must
remain xed, then the utility of the r.h.s. of Eq. (23) as an integrand is altered. It no
longer an be manipulated as if it remained deomposable as fators with the same
funtional form when the value of λ varies. That is to say, that a variation of the oft
notied mathing problem (see; e.g., [13℄) disussed above enters into subsequent
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onsiderations, whih hanges the nal inequality to Eq. (22) (or, perhaps, the r.h.s.
to 4, [14℄). Other assumptions either about the nature of the hidden variables and
what they enode, or about the random variables whih depend on them, an lead to
dierent inequalities; it appears eah model must be analyzed individually.[15℄
The priniple ause of violation learly stems from the fat that Bell inequalities
were derived on the basis of orrelations among the values of disrete random vari-
ables. Optial experiments testing Bell inequalities, however, measure the density of
outomes per unit time and angular settings; i.e., the probability of the ourrene
of the values of the (possibly ontinuous) random variables. Even for the ase of
dihotomi random variables, the probability of one or the other value of the ran-
dom variable an be anything between 0 and 1. In fat in optial experiments these
densities are governed by Malus' Law (the outome of whih is a ontinuous random
variable), so that it is not at all surprising that their orrelation is a harmoni fun-
tion. It is this partiular misonstrual (the omparison of unlike entities) that is at
the root of the onundrums surrounding EPR orrelations.
Conjugate to the argumentation above, whih proeeds `bakwards' from the
physis of the situation to the probability theory behind it, we have learned that
the ase an be made in the forward diretion. Jaynes did so by areful onsideration
of the logi of inferene and with absolute generality and astonishing larity revealed
the impliit oending assumptions in Bell's misuse of Bayes' formula.[16℄ Moreover,
he was not alone in doing so.[17℄
In sum, in addition to the simple misuse of Bayes' formula in Bell's Ansatz, Eq.
(2), the arguments leading to Eq. (15) and Eq. (22) are overwhelming; Bell inequal-
ities have no xed relation to loality. Often they are arithmeti tautologies of no
meaning for EPR orrelations; as suh, they will always be satised by the objets
(i.e., the values, not the frequeny) for whih they were derived. To the extent that
QM and experiments seem to violate them, is the extent to whih `something' has
been misonstrued.
Another suh `something,' we address presently.
4 Continuous random variables
Although Bell's initial theorem pertained only to dihotomi variables, he quikly ex-
tended it to over the ase for whih the values of the measurements taken are averages
of what he still onsidered at a fundamental level to be essentially dihotomi phe-
nomena. Nevertheless, the extended theorem was `proven' with essentially the same
argument, insomuh as he showed that all that was needed to make the extration
of inequalities possible was the assumption that: |A| ≤ 1 and |B| ≤ 1. This extra-
tion would seem to aommodate even ontinuous variables, so that empirial truth
as found in the laboratory still onstrains the introdution of loal hidden variables,
even ontinuous ones.
This argument, however, ontains an additional overt hypothesis. It is that the
averages,
< A >=< B >= 0. (24)
It enters in the derivation of a Bell inequality in going from Eq. (6) to Eq. (7), where
the seond term in Eq. (16) is ignored as if it is always zero. When it is not zero,
Bell inequalities beome, e.g.,
|P (a, b)− P (a, b′)|+ |P (a′, b′) + P (a′, b)| ≤ 2 + 2 < A >< B >√
< A2 >< B2 >
. (25)
This opens up a broader ategory of non quantum models.
4.1 EPR polarization orrelations
Stritly from the formal logi, it is more inisive to display a ounterexample that
to disprove a none-existene laim. While there are suh ounterexamples in the
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literature[18℄[19℄, whih are fully suient to disprove Bell's onlusion, we are un-
aware of any that faithfully reet experiments done to date. To ll this gap, we
submit the following model of `Clauser-Aspet' type experiments.
In these experiments the soure is a vapor, typially of merury or alium, in
whih a asade transition exited by either an eletron beam or an intense radiation
beam of xed orientation. Eah stage of the asade results in emission of radiation
(a photon) that is polarized orthogonally to that of the other stage. In so far as the
sum of the emissions an arry o no net angular momentum, the separate emissions
are antisymmetri in spae. The intensity of the emission is maintained suiently
low that at any instant the likelihood is that emission from only one atom is visible.
Photodetetors are plaed at opposite sides of the soure, eah behind a polarizer with
a given setting. The experiment onsists of measuring the oinidene ount rate as
a funtion of the polarizer settings.[5℄[6℄
Our model onsists of simply rendering the soure and polarizers mathematially,
and a omputation of the oinidene rate. Photodetetors are assumed to onvert
ontinuous radiation into an eletron urrent at random times with Poisson distribu-
tion but in proportion to the intensity of the radiation. The oinidene ount rate
is taken to be proportional to the seond order oherene funtion.
The soure is assumed to emit a double signal for whih individual signal ompo-
nents are antiorrelated and, beause of the xed orientation of the exitation soure,
onned to the vertial and horizontal polarization modes; i.e.
S1 = (cos(n
pi
2 ), sin(n
pi
2 ))
S2 = (sin(n
pi
2 ), −cos(npi2 ))
, (26)
where n takes on the values 0 and 1 with an even, random distribution. The transition
matrix for a polarizer is given by,
P (θ) =
[
cos2(θ) cos(θ) sin(θ)
sin(θ) cos(θ) sin2(θ)
]
, (27)
so the elds entering the photodetetors are given by:
E1 = P (θ1)S1
E2 = P (θ2)S2
. (28)
Coinidene detetions among N photodetetors (here N = 2) are proportional to
the single time, multiple loation seond order ross orrelation, i.e.:
P (r1, r2, ..rN ) =
<
∏N
n=1E
∗(rn,t)
∏1
n=N E(rn,t) >∏N
n=1 < E
∗
nEn >
. (29)
It is shown in Coherene theory that the numerator of Eq. (29) redues to the trae
of J, the system oherene or polarization tensor. It is easy to show that for this
model the denominator onsists of onstants and will be ignored as we are interested
only in relative intensities. The nal result of the above is:
P (θ1, θ2) = κ sin
2(θ1 − θ2). (30)
This is immediately reognized as the so-alled `quantum' result. (Of ourse, it is also
Malus' Law.)
Corresponding results are obtained for P (−,−), P (+,−) and P (−,+). The on-
stant κ an be eliminated by realling that a probability density is the ratio of parti-
ular outomes, in this ase dened by Eq. (30), to the total sample spae, whih here
inludes oinident detetions in all four ombinations of detetors averaged over all
possible displaement angles θ; thus, the denominator is:
2κ
pi
∫ pi
0
(sin2(θ) + cos2(θ))dθ = 2κ, (31)
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where θ = θ1 − θ2 so that the ratio; i. e., Eq. (30), beomes:
P (+,+) =
1
2
sin2(θ), (32)
the QM result. This in turn yields the orrelation
Cor(a, b) :=
P (+,+) + P (−,−)− P (+,−)− P (−,+)
P (+,+) + P (−,−) + P (+,−) + P (−,+) = − cos(2θ). (33)
Alternately, Eq. (16) an be used to verify onsisteny:
Cor(a, b) :=
2
pi
∫ pi
0 (cos(ν) sin(ν + θ)− sin(ν) cos(ν + θ))2dν − 1√
( 1
pi
∫ pi
0 (cos
2(ν) + sin2(ν))dν)2
, (34)
where the fator of 2 in the numerator derives from the double measurement, one for
eah mode, in eah arm of the experiment. With only single mode detetion, i.e., no
fator of 2, the result ranges from −1 to 0, as is expeted when the only possibility
is oinident detetions in rossed hannels or the lak thereof. Furthermore, in view
of the fat that < E2A >=< E
2
B >=< |(E2A)2| >=< |(E2B)2| >= 1, the limit on the
r.h.s. of Bell's inequality, Eq. (7), beomes, in aord with Eq. (25), 4, well above
the measured limit of 2
√
2.
In this model, there is no unertainty in the variables desribing the soure of
signals; that is, it is taken that the soure of the orrelation is taken into aount
ompletely by a hidden variable. The statistis enter by way of the model of the
photodetetors, i.e., `square law' detetors, that randomly ejet photoeletrons in
proportion to the intensity of the inoming eletri eld as modulated by Malus' Law.
These onditions do not math either ase onsidered above in Setion 3.3; and, it
appears that the appropriate form of a Bell inequality for this model is Eq. (25), while
for Barut's model, in whih the hidden variables speify the state deterministially,
it would be Eq. (22). In neither ase is there an empirial violation.
This model leads diretly to observable onsequenes. If the pairs in fat are just
oinidenes within the detetor window, then the pair ount rate should be linearly
proportional to the window width. On the other hand, if the pairs are truly generated
as suh, then at very low ount rates, suh that there is seldom more than one pair
in the apparatus, the ount rate should be independent of the oinidene window
width.[20℄ This may not be diult to verify.
4.2 Furry model
Heretofore the loal realisti andidate model most often onsidered for the EPR
orrelations has been the following: It is taken that the soure sends an antisymmetri
signal in eah diretion in just one of the polarization modes; i.e., EA = cos(ν), and
EB = sin(ν). Again in onsideration of the properties of square law detetors, the
probability of a joint detetion, would be
P (+,+) =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
cos2(ν) sin2(ν + θ)dν, (35)
where the integration is an average over possible polarization angles, in the simplest
ase, evenly distributed. This evaluates to
P (+,+) =
2− cos(2θ)
8
. (36)
Likewise, the ross terms yield (2+cos(2θ))/8, so that using Eq. (33), the orrelation
is: − cos(2θ)/3. Again, using Eq. (16) onrms this:
1
pi
∫ pi
0 cos
2(ν) sin2(ν − θ)dν − ( 1
pi
∫ pi
0 cos
2(ν)dν)2√
( 1
pi
∫ pi
0 cos
4(ν)dν)( 1
pi
∫ pi
0 sin
4(ν)dν)
= −1
3
cos(2θ).
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Beause of the fator of 1/3, this expression satises the original Bell inequality,
and for this reason has been onsidered a partiularly attrative andidate as a loal
realisti model for EPR orrelations. This model was inspired by Furry who in an
eort to fathom the meaning of QM wave funtions, entertained the possibility that
entangled states spontaneously devolve into mixtures.[21℄ It was subsequently taken
up by Crisp and Jaynes in an attempt to substantiate semilassial methods.[22℄ The
fat that the P (±,±), e.g., Eq. (36), do not go to zero, gured ritially in Clauser's
experiments that seemed to forelose the possibility of a semilassial model for EPR
orrelations. However, inappropriate hypotheses stand behind Eq. (36). The most
onsequential is that the radiation is to be purely and onsistently of a partiular mode
in eah diretion. This seems highly unlikely. In the model we propose, the radiation
is less strutured in that signal energy goes into both modes in all diretions, but
with a xed phase relationshipit is this feature that makes the radiation pattern
spherially symmetri and `entangled,' whih the Furry model is not. In addition,
the fatorized form of Eq. (35) is, as a matter of probability, appropriate only for
statistially independent signals; EPR signal pairs are orrelated by design. In the
end, however, the inadequay of the Furry model is not fatal for semilassial methods,
as it is not exhaustive. It is, nevertheless, useful to omprehend fully the Furry model,
beause one or another of its features rops up in all demonstrations of the inadequay
of the semilassial approah to quantum eletrodynamis.
5 Conlusions
In light of the above analysis, the origin of Mermin's onundrum an be laid bare.
Its rux is the onfusion of the orrelation of the values of random variables with
the frequeny of ourrene or probability of these values of a random variable. Bell
inequalities are derived using the orrelations of the values and then ompared with
the orrelations of the frequenies, the latter being given by Malus' Law. The former
are arithmeti identities; the later, geometri. Their omparison is model dependant
and generally meaningless.
None of the above impats appliations of QM in the least. It does support the
onjeture made by EPR that QM might admit a ompletion, that is, a deeper theory.
The harater of suh a deeper theory, and whether it resolves the many paradoxes in
the interpretation of QM, is an independent question. The onlusion herein is only
that a searh for a deeper theory is not quixoti, and that the desriptive power of
lassial physis is not baed by EPR orrelations.
From the perspetive developed above, we an see that the persistene of on-
dene in Bell's result is based on ertain tait assumptions. One of the most salient is
that a deeper theory involving hidden variables must remain faithful to the onept
of the photon. Bell took it as a given that results of an optial EPR experiment must
be represented by dihotomi variables. It seems that he never onsidered ontinuous
variables; and, Barut's paper appeared, sadly, after he died. Also note that the in-
onsistenies found herein pertaining to the extration of Bell inequalities are all on
the loal realisti side of the ledger. The reader's attention is direted to Adenier's
independent study whih nds a set of parallel fatal inonsistenies on the QM side
also. [14℄
Additionally, the entangled harater of QM wave funtions has mislead many
into believing that this feature is exlusively of a fundamentally quantum nature. In
fat, however, entanglement ensues wherever the physial eet is proportional to a
eld intensity. Seond order orrelations of elds from two soures at one loation, i.e.,
interferene, is for those trained in Maxwell eld theory, instintively lear. Fourth
order orrelations of elds from two soures at two loations, although it may test one's
physial intuition more severely, is the same phenomena and has no dependene on the
essentials of QM. The requirement to introdue Plank's onstant marks phenomena
as quantum mehanial. Thus, the existene of spin is a quantum phenomenon; the
desription of spin orrelations for various detetion geometries is not. Entanglement
is a result of the fat that elds are deteted in proportion to their intensity, i.e.,
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the square law eet, whereas eld theories are linear and, therefore, additive at
the amplitude level. While this form of `entanglement' destroys the fatorization of
Eq. (2), this has no ontologial signiane, it just reets the statistial dependene
of the signals or partiles in a pair. The ontologial ambiguity whih `projetion' or
`wave ollapse' was introdued to resolve, derives not from EPR orrelations but from
partile beam duality. Prior to nal and disrete detetion of the beam partiles,
wave-like interferene is needed to aount for beam navigation so that full ultimate
`projetion' of partile identity must be deferred to the instant of detetion.[23℄ This
issue does not arise in EPR experiments sine the nal identity of the objets an be
established at the moment of their ineption, beause there is no need for subsequent
diration.
With these hanges of perspetive, we see that supposed inviolable limits set by
Bell's `1Theorem atually just result from slavish adherene to historial authority.
Paraphrasing (also with dramati liense) the opening remark: `We now know that the
moon-struk are demonstrably not `all there,' if only somebody looks.' May Einstein
rest in peae.
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